DREAMS COME TRUE EVERYDAY!

It is our desire to transform your Dreams into Reality. In the paragraphs that follow, we will offer a peek inside the design process, using illustrations from a project we were given to create a halo vintage wedding band.

The steps involved include the Dream - your vision, the Design - a computer rendering of your vision, a Wax model to check for necessary adjustments, and Reality - the process of casting, pre-finishing, setting gemstones and assembly, and finally polishing your creation into the beautiful and remarkable culmination of your Dreams.

Next, using the very best technology in Computer Aided Design (C.A.D.), the Dream begins to materialize. Previously impossible to do, you are provided with digital pictures, and in many instances a digital viewer, which will allow you to see your creation from any angle.

Illustration 2. Creating a rendering of the shadow band using C.A.D.

Dream

The magic begins with you!

You start with an idea. By putting your idea on paper, or sketching, we have the ability to examine every aspect of your creation, expertly guiding you along the way to ensure accuracy, quality, durability and comfort.

Illustration 1. The client’s Dream was to produce a shadow wedding band for her existing engagement ring, pictured here.
Upon approval, the Dream moves one step closer to Reality. A Wax model is precisely created to check for fit and final adjustments.

Illustration 3. A wax model is produced to check for fit and other necessary adjustments.

Illustration 4. Images of a raw casting.

The item is then cast and pre-finished. Expert craftsmen set any gemstones, apply final touches, and then apply a final polish to successfully take your idea from Dreams to Reality!

Illustration 5. The finished shadow band.